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Any stochastic process indexed on the integers can be approximated arbitrarily
well in the LCf] sense by a stochastic process in which each value is (essentially) a
1-1 image of any other value. If the original process has continuous one dimen
sional marginal distributions, then these can be replicated in the approximating
process. © 1991 Academic Press. Inc.
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In the literature on probability distributions with "fixed marginals,"
attention has been given to questions of approximation by random
variables which have prescribed marginal distributions and which exhibit
not merely statistical but functional dependence and even invertible func
tional dependence. The first result in this vein is apparently Theorem 1 of
Brown [1] which states (in different language) that if U and V are each
uniformly distributed variables on [0, 1] then there is a sequence {Tn} of
invertible, (Borel) measure-preserving maps of the interval and pairs of
uniforms (Un, Vn), f n = Tn Un, such that (Un' Vn) converges in distribution
to (U, V). Variants and elaborations of this result appear in Kimeldorf and
Sampson [2], Mikusinski, Sherwood, and Taylor [5], and Vitale [6].
Each of these discusses approximation in the weak sense and apart from
the last reference where a finite collection of variables is considered, atten
tion has always been restricted to a pair of variables. Recently it has
become apparent that one can formulate a substantially stronger result
which deals with a countable collection of random variables and in which
approximation is in the mode of a.s. uniform convergence. It asserts in
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effect that rather general stochastic processes on the integers can be quite
precisely approximated by "nearly deterministic" ones.

For convenience, we will call any collection X = {Xd %"= 1 of random
variables a process. If, for each j i= k, there is a function <[>jk: R ~ R such
that Xk = <[>jk(XJ a.s" then the process is mutually completely dependent
(mcd) (cf. Lancaster, [3]). Observe that in this case all the randomness in
the process can be regarded as loaded into the initial datum via the
representation Xk = <[> lk(X1 ),

THEOREM 1. Suppose that X = {Xd %"= 1 is a process with continuous
(one-dimensional) marginals Xe'" Fk . Then there is a sequence of mcd
processes x(n) = {x~n)} %"= l' n = 1, 2, ..., such that

k, n= 1, 2, '" (1)

and

a.s. as n ~ 00. (2)

To establish this, we first recall some familiar facts.

PROPOSITION 1. If x has a continuous distribution function F, then
U = F(X) is uniformly distributed on the interval and X = P-l( U) a.s., where
F- 1(u) == inf{x Iu~ F(x)}.

PROPOSITION 2 (Kuratowski; Royden, [5]). Every uncountable, com
plete, separable metric space is Borel equivalent to [0, 1].

In applying Proposition 2, we have in mind the metric space S = (ROO, d)
where

In referring to maps of the interval, measure-preserving will be always be
in the Borel sense and r invertible will mean :lr - 1 such that
ror-1(U)=r-1or(U)= U a.s. for a uniform U. We will also need the
following technical result, whose proof is spelled out for completeness.

LEMMA. Suppose that X = L 0 r( U) a.s, where U is uniform variable, r is
measure-preserving on the interval, and L is non-decreasing on (0, 1). Then
given I: > 0, there is an invertible measure-preserving map of the interval i
such that

P[IX-XI >e] <I:, where X= Loi(U). (3)
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Proof Since L has only a countable number of jumps, there is a
partition of the interval 0 = Uo< U1 < ... < UN = 1 such that (i) Ul + 1 
UN- 1 < 8 and (ii) if Ui < u< V< Ui + 1, then 0 ~ L(v) -L(u) < 812. We define
i in a similar manner on each of the sets Ai = r -1«Ui , Ui + 1)) as follows (on
[0, lJ/U ~=-o

1 A" i can be defined arbitrarily): Let Y be U conditioned to
lie in Ai (observe that Ai has positive Lebesgue measure m(AJ = U i + 1 - uJ
It has a continuous distribution function G and by Proposition 1, G( Y) is
uniform on (0, 1). It follows that we may take U i + (1- G(· ))(u i + I - uJ to
be the restriction of i to Ai'

By (ii) and the fact that rand i simultaneously map Ai into (u i , U i + d,
i=1, ...,N-2, it follows that IL o r(u)-L o f(u)I<8 for u\<U<UN_ 1 •

Hence P[/X - XI> 8] ~ P[U~ U 1 or U~UN-I] < 8 by (i).

Proof of Theorem 1. Let IOn '" 0 and observe that

LP(sup/xk-xn >8n)~LLP(IXk-Xin)1>8n)·
n k n k

If it can be shown, within the required conditions, that P( IXk - Xin)j > IOn}
can be made arbitrarily small (so as to ensure convergence of the double
series), the theorem will follow by the Borel-Cantelli lemma.

By Proposition 2 and the subsequent remark, there is a Borel equiv
alence ljJ: S --+ [0, 1] such that ljJ(X) is a random variable on [0, 1]. Owing
to the continuous marginals of X, ljJ(X) can have no atom. Applying its
distribution function H, we have U = H a ljJ(X) uniform on [0, 1] and
X = (H a ljJ) -1( U). Let 'ltk be the kth coordinate projection of the X-process;
i.e., X k = iCkX, Then

is a uniform variable and X k = F;l a rk( U) a.s. By the lemma, we can find
an invertible rin ) such that with Xin):=F;lorinl(U), P[IXk-Xin)l>e] is
as small as desired.

It remains to be noted that for each j #- k, X;;) = CP)Zl(xt) a.s., where
mIn) - F- 1 0 .. (n) 0 .. (nr l of
'Y jk - k 'k 'j j'

2

It is easy to see (e.g., iid Bernoulli variables) that (1) generally fails in the
absence of continuous marginals. We show next, however, that by
supplementing our previous argument (2) can always be achieved.

THEOREM 2. For any process X, (2) holds.
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Proof We consider first the case when there is no realization of X with
positive probability: that is, for each x= (Xl' X2, ... )

P(X=X)=o. (4)

We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1 to obtain t/J(X), which now by
(4) has a continuous distribution. We obtain U to be uniform in the same
manner and have X k = Tr k 0 (H 0 t/J) -1 (U) == M k( U). By methods similar to
those used for the lemma, one can find an invertible Minl such that
P[IXk - Xinll > B] is as small as desired. Then xinl = Minl

0 Mynl-l(Xj ).

In the general case, suppose that (4) fails for Xl' X2' .... Condition
XEi(Xl ,X2''''}' Then by our previous argument we have the existence of
coordinate variables (conditionally) mcd which are close to those of the
conditional X. They will remain close under the following transformation
of the line into "half of itself": for a large N and integers -00 <j< 00,

map all values in [2jj2 N
, (2j + 2)J2N

) into [4;j2 N
, (2j + 1)j2N

) via
X ---+ 2jj2N + 4(x - 2jj2N

). It remains in the definition of xinl to replace
TrkXl, TrkX2'''' by distinct values lying in the other half of the line
U/==~oo [(2j+ l)j2 N

, (2j+2}j2 N
).
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